Driving transformation in enterprise business models in alignment with dynamic market requirements, while traversing toward a sustainable future.

Partnering with customers in bringing new engineering products and IP to the market to create competitive advantage and differentiation.

Accelerating outcomes from existing engineering initiatives and investments of customers by applying levers of efficiency, rigor, and productivity.

- 24+ years of engineering experience across legacy, traditional and new age / Digital
- 350+ active global customers across key industry segments and verticals
- 50+ Global Engineering Centre's (GEC), Labs and Innovation Centers spread across the globe
- 99.01% of all our engineering projects delivered right the first time using modern delivery mechanisms
- USD2 billion+ savings realized through product cost take out across key industry verticals.
Tech Mahindra is a Strategic Partner to SAAB since 2011

- Provide SAFE platform
- Sustain, Maintain & provide Product Support
- Provide Customer reach
- Technology & Solution consulting
- MSI & working expertise in Smart Cities
- Program Management & Managed services
- Infrastructure Management

- Leverage Geographical reach for both the partners
- Identify high potential Geo’s for SAFE and go to market jointly with focus on India to begin with

- Build cross client relationships
- Develop strong connect with clients and develop 360 Degree solutions

- Leverage each others capabilities and engage in new opportunities in areas of Emergency response, incident management, resource management, workflow management, CAD based dispatch

CoE set-up
- Test converged solutions
- Fleet & road safety (Pilot underway)

ODC set-up
- Platform Engineering for SAFE
- Vertical Sol. Development (Smart City & other areas)
- Integration of solutions
  - SOCIIO platform for social media analytics
  - other smart city applications with SAFE platform
  - Video analytics
- Onboarding of Devices/ Sensors for Smart City opportunities
- E2E Managed service

Tech Mahindra is a Strategic Partner to SAAB since 2011
The changing nature of the threat landscape, combined with rapid, digital transformation, requires Public Safety agencies to be one-step ahead. Through its SAFE platform, Saab is providing a modern, agile solution to meet tomorrow’s challenges.

SAFE is a role-based, situational awareness platform that provides seamless information sharing between varied levels of users, designed to meet the ever-changing demands of day-to-day operations.

**Addressing your challenges.**

**A unified system**
SAFE is a packaged, ready-to-use, comprehensive and fully integrated next generation solution providing control-rooms, administrators and field forces with powerful decision support, smart resource management and a truly common operational picture.

It replaces many of the traditional control-room systems – with a unified integrated solution that enhances situational awareness, increases security, improves business flows, reduces costs and radically strengthens your operational capabilities.

**Future secured**
SAFE allows people and organizations to create efficient workflows throughout any process or event. It’s also very configurable – the system can be continuously upgraded and configured to meet your operational needs and requirements. When these needs or requirements change, the system can change too.

**The ideal core**
Combining a powerful command and control system with a reliable and highly advanced integration platform, SAFE provides the ideal core for balancing safety, security and efficiency measures in your daily operations.

SAFE will improve your ability to prevent and protect. Brings you the capabilities you need to address your challenges.
SAFE is a COTS platform—comprehensive and fully integrated next generation solution. It equips field operators and administrators with powerful decision support, smart resource management and an effective, common operational picture.

**Command**
- Role-based workflows with configurable rule engine provides a flexibility to adjust and expand the system.
- Multiple levels of command for secure information distribution.
- With integration to multiple data sources, SAFE facilitates seamless information flow to staff, making incident management process more efficient.

**Control**
An ultimate, unified control-room experience based on:
- Workflow focus – managing end-to-end information flows
- User friendly, consistent UI with role-based layout
- Real-time Business Intelligence
- Flexible and configurable integrated solution
- Dynamic decision support
- GIS oriented presentation

**Communication**
- Integrated multi-channel communication for seamless interaction with any resource.
- Bi-directional social media integration enables real-time Business Intelligence and communication.
- Instant and secure media sharing among stationary and mobile devices through apps and web.
A unified mission-critical control room solution

Fleet administration and asset management

Consistent UI - focus on User Experience

Information sharing

Unified Communication

Alarm and Access management

Dispatch engine

Integrated video

Work shift and planning support

Open Architecture
SAFE POLICE
The game-changing dispatch system

Knowing who and what you are dealing with is vital for police control room operators and officers dispatched to incidents. This is where SAFE Police, SAAB’s powerful dispatch system, can provide an advantage by enabling quicker and more informed decisions, better outcome and saved life.

SAFE Police is a role-based incident management and dispatch system designed to provide an efficient workflow and a truly common operational picture by making better use of the information at hand.

It replaces many of the traditional control room systems – and many integrations that go with them – with a single unified solution that radically improve and enhances your operational capabilities, while at the same time reducing costs.

One unified system. One efficient workflow. One truth – all informed. That’s SAFE Police.

- A truly common operational picture
- One unified control room
- The power of an open platform
- Connecting people
Facilitating the flow of passengers and handling events and incidents in the most efficient, safe and secure way is the number one priority, and a shared interest, of all airport stakeholders. With an integrated collaborative environment provided by SAFE Airport, all parties are positioned to benefit through the ability to automate standard processes and be on the alert for any event, day-to-day operation or an out of the ordinary events.

All airport stakeholders need to be adaptive, pro-active and predictive to operate effectively. SAFE Airport provides users’ up-to-date data coupled with precise resource management tools to coordinate needed responses. SAFE Airport provides data-driven dashboards that give instant insights into key-performance indicators to the near and long term operational health of the airport. As more data sources are integrated into SAFE Airport, such as SAAB’s Surface Management system, Aerobahn, predictive guidance on event flows, such as passenger and airplane flows, can be provided. SAFE Airport and Aerobahn is the core of Saab’s Total Airport Management Solution, offering the capability for integrated airside, landside and terminal operations.
The modern traffic and transportation environment demands solutions with the ability to control, optimize and secure the flow of people, vehicles, goods and handling incidents more effectively. SAFE Public Transport is a traffic management system for public transport that brings a higher level of security and efficiency into transportation and supports sustainability, without compromising the ease of use that society depends on daily.

The system provides operators with maps, location of resources, real-time communication and accurate traffic information, which makes it possible to follow and coordinate all activities via the complete and common situational picture.
ABOUT SAAB
SAAB serves the global market with world-leading products, services and solutions from military defense to civil security. With operations in over 100 countries, SAAB continuously develops, adapts and improves new technology to meet customers’ changing needs.
SAAB in India, offers to India products and solutions with state-of-the art technology, such as the Electronic Warfare, Signature Management, Missile & Weapon Systems, Aeronautical Platforms, Radars, Maritime Security & Civil Security and Training & Simulation Systems. SAAB is teaming up with Indian industry and leveraging India’s engineering and manufacturing strengths to meet the Defense and security needs of India as well as the rest of the world.

INTEGRATED ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS (IES)
Is a Connected Engineering Solutions business unit of Tech Mahindra. At Integrated Engineering Solutions, customers are at the core of every innovation. We align Technology, Businesses and Customers through innovative frameworks. We deliver future-ready digital convergence solutions across Aerospace and Defense, Automotive, Industrial Equipment, Transportation, Consumer Products, Energy and Utilities, Healthcare and Hi-Tech products. Our ‘Connected’ solutions are designed to be platform agnostic, scalable, flexible, modular and leverage emerging technologies like Networking, Mobility, Analytics, Cloud, Security, Social and Sensors, that enable launching of smart products and deliver unique connected consumer experiences, weaving a connected world. Coupled with this, our strong capabilities in Electronics, Mechatronics and Mechanical Engineering along with domain understanding and product knowledge, bring excellence to the entire lifecycle of these connected ecosystems.

CONTACT US AT
IES_Marketing@TechMahindra.com
www.techmahindra.com

SOCIAL MEDIA
www.youtube.com/user/techmahindra09
www.facebook.com/techmahindra
www.twitter.com/tech_mahindra
www.linkedin.com/company/tech-mahindra
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